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review: elementary number theory is the textbook by penelope
molnar. students should take her with a pinch of salt since it has been
revised four times, from 1993 to 1998, four times more and again in

2006. the book itself is not bad, it even has a nice cover, but it is not a
very desirable tome. molnar is much more enthusiastic and clarifies
the problems and exercises as if they were the ones she was solving
when she was preparing it. her explanations are clear enough for the
reader to follow her effortlessly, although despite its popularity the

book is for a mathematical audience with an introductory component.
it will not appeal to the more theoretical and precise readers like

polymath: the baysian method in mathematics and its applications.
review: a challenging and remarkable book by prasad which is the first

to deal with the fascinating and complex part of number theory
beyond the branch of real numbers: number theory studies the

integers and rational numbers and their relationships. this is a simply
and beautifully written tutorial that is bound to be a hit with students
looking for a more relatable introduction to number theory. coverage
of the basic concepts like prime and perfect numbers would quickly

get the readers head spinning. prasad makes use of diophantine
equations in many proofs. for students taking their first course in the
field, this will be a revelation to them. also, one of the nice touches

that prasad has added is the inclusion of the differential inequality for
sums of reciprocals in the appendices.. review: zagreb's text focuses
mainly on how to construct graphs on a page; from this he derives

theorems of graph theory. he also provides numerous applications of
these, but at a higher mathematical level. for example, one of the

problems is to find the value of m for which the sum of the mth
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powers of the distances from any point to the center of a complete
graph is an integer. he gives a graph with m vertices and shows that

the sum of the mth powers of the distances from a vertex to the
center is given by the value of the integer n, which must be a multiple

of m. the book does have a companion website, which consists of
programming problems, where the user can write code in c for

example, and then view the results. the text has a simple, linear style.
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the aim of this book is to teach number theory using the methods of
advanced calculus. the approach taken is to develop a strong

mathematical background through problem-solving exercises. the
reader is encouraged to develop a taste for number theory by solving
examples. what makes the book stand out from other similar texts is
that it not only presents a lot of interesting number theory problems,

but also the solutions are given in a lucid manner and with great
detail. for instance, it discusses the techniques used to solve a
problem such as how to proceed with a question like "is there a
positive integer such that the sum of the first n positive integers

equals n2?". more info. review: it takes the reader from the basics of
mathematical logic and number theory through several theorems,
applications, and problems, all the while keeping the presentation

clear and accessible. if you are studying this book as part of a degree,
you may need to have some knowledge of math and know a bit of

logic to be able to follow the book. i would recommend it as a great
book for self-study as well, and i think it is one of the best books

available on this topic. more info. review: this book is a delightful read
for anyone interested in mathematics or science, regardless of their

prior knowledge. it is at once accessible and rigorous, presenting
mathematical ideas and techniques with the engaging style of a novel.
the authors certainly do not shy away from covering some of the more
abstruse areas of number theory, and they are careful to make their
readers fully cognizant of the mathematical and historical context in

which their ideas originated. 5ec8ef588b
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